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Summary.
A closed solution - exact within two-diITlensional linear elastostatics -
is deduced for the problem appropriate to the cOITlpression of an elastic
circular cylinder between two smooth, flat and parallel, rigid plates. The
boundary displacem.ents obtained for the cylinder involve elliptic integrals,
whereas its stres s field is given in terms of elementary functions exclu-
sively. The results found for the distribution of the contact pressure and
for the width of the contact zone are compared with the corresponding pre-
dictions of Hertz's approximate theory, for which elementary corrections
are determined by asymptotic means. Analogous corrections are estab-
lished for a previously available approxinlate estimate of the diametral
compression undergone by the roller, which remains indeterminate in the
Herf:z treatmCi1t of this two-dimensional contact problem.
Intr oduction.
As is well known and anlply confirmed by experiment, the approximate
treatrnent due to Hertz [1 ] 1 of the frictionless contact between two elastic
,L.
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solids of essentially arbitrary initial shape yields highly satisfactory
results for the local deformations and stresses in the vicinity of the con-
tact region. This is true, in partict:lar, of Hertz's conclusions regarding
the size and shape of the region of contact, as well as of the Hertzian
contact-pres sure distribution 1. In addition, the Hertz theory ieads to a
very good approximation for the "norm.:l appro"ach!' of sufficiently remote
parts of the two contiguous bodies.
For the special case of contact between cylindrical bodies (plane
contact problem), equally favorable local results are obtainable from.
Hertz! s three-dimensional solution through a limit process 2 in which the
major principal diameter of the contact ellipse is permitted to grow
beyond bounds. On the other hand, the normal approach is left indeter-
minate by the Hertz theory of the plane contact problem. This deficiency
is ultim.ately traceable to a familiar pathology associated with the two-
dimensional (plane - strain or generalized plane - stre s s) solution for a half-
pla:r~e under unbalanced edge tractions, the displacement field of which is
logarithmically unbounded at infinity.
To eliminate the indeterminacy aHuded to above, it is essential to
relinquish a purely local treatment of the plane"contact problem and take
into account the entire shape and size of at least one of the bodies in con-
tact. Of particular interest in this connection - because of its relevance
to the design of roller bearings - is the problem occasioned by the
1Although Hertz did not pursue the explicit determination of the local
stress fields to which the ensuing pressure distribution gives rise in
either body, these fields were subsequently explored by various investi
gators. See Timoshenko and Goodier [3], p. 376 for references.
2See, for example, [3 J, p. 381. Alternatively, the same predictions
have been deduced directly by Foppl [4] and Poritsky [5 J on the basis
of the two~dimenBionalanalogue of Hertz's approximative sche.me.
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compression of a circular ratter of finite radius between two (not neces-
sadly identical) cylindrical bodies, whose elastic properties m.ay be
di~tinct from those of the roller. Herethe normal approach between the
two outside bodies, i. e., the diarnetral compression of the roller, is an
item of obvious physical concern.
Approximate calculations for this diametral compression, resting
on the Hertzian resutts for the contact width and the contact pressure,
have been carried out by various investigators. In this manner Foppl [6 ]
(p. 324) was led to propose a frequently cited formula, based on the
assumption that all three bodies are of the same material and that the
contact surfaces of both outside bodies are initially plane. Much more
recently, Johnson [7 J1 deduced by conspicuously elementary m.eans a
similar estimate that is free from FoppI's restrictive assumptions.
A more ambitious effort pertaining to the plane contact problem
under discussion is due to Loa [8], who dealt with the case in which both
outside bodies are identical circular cylinders of arbitrary radius and not
necessarily the same m.a.terial as the roller. The primary purpose of
C8 ] is a r ~finement of the Hertz theory tha t a voids the local geometric
a.pproximations of the initial body shapes underlying the Hertzian treatment
of the problem considered. Unfortunately, the analysis in [8] falls short
of this aim since the terms neglected in the integral equation to which the
problem is eventually reduced are of the same order of magnitude as those
neglected in the Hertz theory from the very start. Accordingly, the cor··
rections of the Hertzian results found in [8] are spurious, as is borne
lWe are indebted to K. L. Johnson of Cambridge University for making
available to us a section of his as yet unpublished monograph on contact
mechanics.
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out by the results obtained in the present investigation. Nevertheless,
Loo arrives at a first approximation for the diametral compression of
the roller that is consistent with our own findings.
This paper is devoted entirely to a linliting case of the problems
considered by Johnson [7] and Loo [8 J. Thus, we are concerned with
the stresses and deformations in a homogeneous and isotropic elastic
circular cylinder that is compressed between two parallel, flat and fric-
tionless, rigid plates. A solution to this problem, exact within linear
two-dimensional elastoBtatics, is established in closed form. Apart from
the intrinsic interest of a rigorous closed global solution to a contact
problem, the results supply a theoretical confi:rmation of the high degree
of accuracy inherent in the corresponding Hertzian results, for which
explicit elementary corrections are determined. Further, the diametral
compression of the roller obtained here permits - for the limiting case
under consideration - a reliable appraisal and improvement of the analo-
gous approximate formulas mentioned ear lier.
In Section] we formulate the problem to be solved and reduce the
latter to a singular integral equation, with certain side conditions, for the
unknown contact-pressure distribution. This integral equation is, in turn,
reduced to a mixed Hilbert problem for the half-plane. In Section 2 we
show that the known general solution of the subs'id(ary Hilbert problem may
be adapted to yield the solution to the original problem. In Section 3 we
give the final result for the contact pressure and arrive at closed elliptic-
integral representations for the bOW1dary displacements. In particular,
this section includes the results for the contact width and the diametral
compression of the roller. Here we also establish elementary asymptotic
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estimates for the physically most important quantities. These estimates
afford a convenient comparison with previously available approximate
results. Section 4 contains the determination of the complete stress
distribution in the roller in closed eleme~t~ry_form. The paper concludes
with an Appendix on the closely related problem of a roller under two
oppos:ng flat rigid punches, the solution of which is shown to be e'.lsily
obtainable through an appropriate modification of the analysis carried out
in the bod y of the paper.
1. Formulation of roblem. Reduction to a mixed Hilbert roblem for
t e half-plane.
We proceed now to the mathematical statement of the mixed boundary-
value problem that constitutes our objective. Let R be the open circular
cross -section of the roller prior to its deformation, call r the radius of
o
the boundary aR, and choose rectangular cartesian coordinates (xl' Xz)
with the origin at the center of R, as indicated in Figure 1. Next, designate
by U and v, in this order, the shear modulus and Poisson' ~ ratio of the
roller, denoting by ~(]$) and £(~) the respective values of the displacement
vector and of the stress tensor at a point of R with the position vector ]$.
The foregoing fields of displacement and stress are induced by the com-
pression of the roller between two rigid plates, the plane faces of which
are taken to be perpendicular to the xl -axis.
We require £ and £ to be continuously differentiable on Rand
continuous on its closure R, except pos sibly for singularities of cr at the
four boundary points characterized by
(0<9 <n/2) ,
o
(1. 1)
which correspond to the endpoints of the two arcs of 8R that are brought into
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complete contact with the plate faces as a result of the deformation of the
roller 1 (Figure 1). Throughout R the displacements and stresses are to
satisfy the classical two-dimensional field equations of plane strain for
the given elastic constants, in the absence of body forces. Further, in
order to simplify the remaining specification of the problem, we stipulate
that the fields ~ and Q be sym.metric with respect to both coordinate axes.
Let (r, 8) b~ the polar coordinates defined by
(O~r~r , -rrS:8<rr)
o
(1. 2.)
and suppose that
s.{8)=o.. (x(r ,e))n.(x(r ,e)) (-1T~e<rr),
1 1J""" 0 J '" 0
where n is the unit outward normal vector of 8R, so that It is the surface-
traction vector associated with £. on 8R, Also L fpr ~convenience, write
(I. 4)
for the boundary displacements. In view of the notation (1. 3), (1.4) and
by virtue of the symmetry requirement introduced earlier, it suffices to
state the boundary conditions in the form
(1. 5)
(O~e~8 ) .
o
(1. 6)
Equations (1. 5) assert that no loads are applied to the surface of the roller
outside the contact zone and that the contact is frictionless. On the
other hand, (1. 6) represents the contact condition, in which 8* (0<8*<~)
is an initially unknown parameter that governs the final position of the
IThus 28 is the central angle Bubtended by each of the two "contact arcs l ',
o
2. Here the subscripts i, j have the range (l, 2) and the usual summation con-
vention is employed. If ~ is a vector, we write ai for its cartesian com-
ponents; the analogous notation is used for second-order tensors.
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plate faces; indeed, as is clear from Figure 1,
provided 6 is the dianletral cOnlpression of the roller. To the boui~rlary
conditions (1.5), (1.6) one needs to adjoin the separation condition
(1. 8)
according to which the defornled roller does not penetrate the compressing
rigid plates, together with the condition of unilateral constraint
(Os8<8 ) ,
o
0,9)
which precludes the transmission of tensile tractions across the contact
zone. Finally, we require s 1 to be integrable, as well as continuously
differentiable, on [0,8 ) and impose the load condition
o
8 0
r
-2r
o
J sl(8)d9=P,
o
(1. 10)
where P is the given resultant scalar load per unit generatol'-length exerted
by the plates upon the roUp-T,
In sUnlmary, we are to find displacements and stresses u, a of the
"" --
specified regularity and symmetry on R, together with the values of the
unknown parameter'3 e and 8... , subject to the homogeneous field equations
o 'i'
of plane strain on R acconlpanied by conditions 0.5), (1. 6), 0,8), (1.9),
and (1,10).
We note here that tht: foregoing formulation, though rigoro\l.5 wit.hin
linearized elctstostatics, is different from thE': standard statement of
boundary-value problems in this theory, In the conventional formulation
of such problems the boundar-y conditions are referred wholly to the
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undeformed boundary, whereas the second of (1. 5) in conjunction with (1. 6)
amount to the specification of the traction!' tangential, and of the displace-
ments normal, to a portion of the deformed surface of the roller. This
departure from the usual practice is necessitated by the fact that in the
particular physical circumstances under consideration the displacements
normal to the original cylindrical boundary are not known beforehand,
while those perpendicular to the plate faces are determinate up to an
initially unknown constant whose value is ultimately deducible with the aid
of the load condition (1. IO).
With a view toward a convenient .t'eduction of the problem at hand,
let £(~, 0.) and £(~, a.), for O~o.< ~ and every ~ in it such that IxIll:r oCos a.,
denote the displacenient and stress field of the plane-strain solution appro-
priate to the given roller under four compressive surface line-loads
(Figure 2) of unit lineal density, applied parallel to the xl -axis along the
gener ator s situated at
x1=rocoso. , AZ=±rosina.,
We now set
} (I. II)
p(e}=-sl (8) (Os:9<9 ) ,
o
(1. I2)
whence p is the desired contact pressure, and assume the solution to the
contact problem under consideration in the form
80
u(x)=r Ju(x, o.)p(o.)dcr. ,
""'...., 0 """-o
80
~(~)=r 0 f £(~ cr.)p(o.)dcr. .
o
(1. 13)
The auxiliary singular solution ;b f!., which plays the role of a Green's
function in the present context, is readily obtainable by means of an
-9-
a ppr opr i ate s yrrunct ri Z2. tion of the we 11- knmvn p la nc - str ain solution, due to
Hertz [9J, for a circular cylinder under two equal, opposite and coplanar
surface line-loads of constant density, Using 1\1uskhelishvili's [10J (§ 80a)
complex version of Hertz l s solution one finds in this manner, upon putting
~= r exp (i.:x)
o
(1. 14)
and on wr:ting Z, 3" for the complex conjugates of z, 3:
o 0 f 0 ")
G ll (~' a)+G22 (;:s, a)=4Re, ~(z, 3)( ,
a2 2(;:S' a)-all (~! a)t2i~12(~! a)=2[zf(z, 3)+f(Z, a)] ,
if ~' is the derivative of $ with respect to z and
~(Z 3)- _1 r_l_+...J...... __1__ ._1_ - z+t l
, - 2IT I Z - 3 z - a z+ ~ zt 3 - J'
r
o
(1. 15)
'f(Z ~1= __1 r_l_+-L __l__~_ 3
2ITLZ-3 z-3 z+3 zt3 ( )2
z - 3
_ 2(z - 3)
a 3 ]
( )2 - ( _)2zt (, zt 3
(1. 16)
O. '''. __l_r ,(z+3)(z+3)
ul(x,a1+lu2(x,al--4,1,(3-4V1log( )( )~ '""-/ IT U '~ Z - 3 z - 3
l (z+a1(z+01 ~ z-3 ~ ~ 4(1-2'0) J+ og (- + - ~+ - - - -r - - - zcosa .(z-~) z-3) Z-o z-3 z+o z+3 r o
(1, 17)
The fir st logarithm In (1, 17) is to be interpreted as that branch which
vanishes at z:::O and is analytic in the entire z-p1ane cut aiong the four
horizontal rays joining the points ~' a, -3, - 6 to the point at infinity (see
Figure 2); the second logarithm is the complex conjugate of the first 1
It is not difficult to shew that the fields defined by (1.13) together
with (1,14) to (1. 17) possess the requisite smoothness and symmetry on
K and satisfy the field equations of plane s~rain_on R, as well. as the boun-
dary conditions (1. 51, for every p that is iYltegrable and continuously
1 h' 1" hOd hI' 'h 1T IS norma lzatlon as sures t at ~ an t e sca ar rotatIon vanIs at t 1e
origin.
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differentiable on [0, 8 ). We seek next to determine p in such a way that
o
conditions (1. 6), (1. 8), (1. 9), (1. 10) also hold true,
With this objective in mind we adopt the notation
,,"(8,a.)=u(x(r , 8), a.)
- -- 0
{l. 18)
and draw from (1. 17), (1. 14), after an elementary computation, that
I-V~ Icos8-cosa., J
'6- 1(8,0.)=-- log 8+ a. +2cos8cosa.1T~ cos cos
Further, we set
(0S:8~~ , O~a.<~, 8*0.). (1.19)
1T
cos8=t (0~e~2) cos8 =t
o 0
I-Vk=-
1T~
q(t)= p(8(t))
~
(t <t< 1) •
o
(1.21)
Finally, with reference to (1. 4) and (1.20), we write
(O~ts;l) . (1. 22)
The first cf (1. 13), because of (1. 18) to (1. 22), now yields
1
WI (t)=v 1(8(t))=kr 0 f [lOg I~~~ 1+2tT]q(T)dT
t
o
(Os:ts:l) . (1. 23)
Moreover, by virtue of (1. 23) and (1. 20), the displacement boundary con-
dition (1. 6) at pres ent furnishes
1
k J[log I~~ ~ I+2 t TJ q (T )d T =t*-t
t
o
(t ~tsl) ,
o
(1. 24)
while the separ ation condition (1. 8) takes the form
wI (t) JI[t ]
-r-=k log It~~ 1+2tT q(T)dT s:t*-t
o t
o
(Os:t~t ) .
o
(1. 25)
In addition, conditions 0.9), (1. 10), because of (1. 12), (1.20), and (1. 21),
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lead to
q(t)20 (t <t<l)
o
1
2r 0 Jq(t)dt =p
t
o
(1. 26)
Consequently, the original problem is equivalent to that of determining the
unknown function q and the parameters t , t" from the singular integralo _,e
equation (1. 24), subject to the side conditions (1.25), (1. 26).
We now aim at a further reduction of the problem at hand. For this
purpose we introduce an auxiliary constant lhrough
1
a=1+2k STq(T)dT
t
o
and note that (1. 24), (1, 27) imply the pair ,1£ equations
1 t ,,_ - at (t < t < 1 )
k Ilog I~~T Iq(T)dT=< -,' 0
v T -t -at (-l<t<-t)t :;, 0 '
o
(1.27)
(1. 28)
in which the lower equality is an immediat.e c.onsequence of the upper, Next,
we define a function cp by means of
cp(t)=q(t) (t <t<l)
o
w(t)=-q(-t) (-l<t<-t )
o
and call L the open point set gi ven by
L=(-l, -t )U(t ,1)
o 0
Then (1. 28) passes over into
kJ log It T /w(T)dT=W(t) for all t on L ,
L
with
(1. 30)
(1, 31 )
w(t)=-tt--at (-l<t<-t ) ,~ 0 (1, 32)
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We suppose henceforth that
(c<1) ,
which assures the previously assumed integrability2 of p on [0, e J.
o
Further, in view of the stnoothness of p on [0, e ) and because of (1.20),
o
(1. 21), (1. 29), (1.30), (1.33), cP is continuously differentiable on Land
obeys
2 2 J-ccp(t)::O([t -t ) as t .... ±t •
a a
(1. 34)
At this stage we introdu.ce an analytic function, the real part of which
coincides on L with the left-hand tnetnber in (1. 31). Thus consider
f(()=kSlog{C-1")CP(1")d1" for all C~o~ S+ (1.35)
L
where S+ is the open '.lpper half of the complex C-plane, while log((-1"), for
fixed real 1", is to be real for every ( on (1".00) and analytic on the entire
(-plane cut along (-00, 1"]. By virtue of (1. 34) and the regularity of cp on L,
the function f so defined is analyti c on the half - plane S+ and continuous on
-+its closure S . Also, from (1.35),
f/(()=kJ t~~)d1" for all , on S+ • (1.36)
L
Now let M be the complement of L with respect to the real axis, i. e. ,
and adopt the notation
1Throughout this paper the order - of -magnitude symbols "0tl and 11 0 1' are
used in their standard mathematical connotation.
2 Recall (1. 12) and the regularity as Bumptions on s 1 introduced p.rior to
(1. 10).
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g+(t}=limp;(C} for all t on LUM .
C-tt
(1. 38)
According to (1. 35), (1. 31},
RetfJ =$ on L
and thus from (1.32), (1. 36), (1. 38),
( 1. 39)
Retg+} ::-a on L
Further, by virtue of (1. 36), (1. 38), and P1emelj's th.eorem (aee
Muskhelishvili [11 J, p. 42),
g+(1:)=-i-rrkq:J(t)+kS ~~TT) dT for all t on L ,
L
(1. 41)
provided the integral in (1. 41) is interpreted in the sense of its Cau..:hy
principal value. Consequently,
cp:: - -rr1k 1m t g+} on L . (1. 42)
Ac cording to its definition (1. 29), cp is an odd function. Henc e (L 36) and
the first of (1. 38) give
so that
-2
g(C)=O(' ) as '-+CD •
(1. 43)
(1. 44)
.Finally, in view of (1. 42), the order conditions (1. 34) are guaranteed to
be met by cP if g satisfies
g(C)=O(11-C21-~) as C-+±l
where once again c<L
I 2 2/- cg (, ):: 0 ( , - t ) as <: -+ ±t ,o 0 (1. 45)
1Recall that k and q:J are real-valued.
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It is clear from what preceded that -the s-olution of the singular
integral equation (1. 31}, (1. 32) for the unknown function \P, subject to
(1. 34), has now been reduced to the task of finding a function g that is
analytic on S+, satisfies the boundary conditionH (1. 40), and meets the
regularity requirements (1. 44), (1. 45). The complete solution of this
mixed Hilbert problem for the half-plane is known 1 and given by the
restriction to S+ of the function g defined through
(1. 46)
where
0.47)
is analytic on the entire ,-plane cut along L and is real and positive on
(l, (0), The constant a appearing in (1.46) ~a~ i~itially introduced in
(1. 27) and is as yet indeterminate; b is another still arbitrary real
constant.
From (1. 46}, 0.47) and the second of (1. 38) follows
Therefore, bearing in mind (1. 42), (1. 29), one has
(1. 48)
(t < t< 1) ,
o
(1. 49}
which, together with the second of (1. 21), yields
lSee Muskhelishvili [11], art. 95, The complete solution of the general
mixed Hilbert problem for the half-plane is-appa:rently originally aue to
Signorini [12] (1916). Cf. also Keldysh and Sedov [13]. .
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(t <t~l) •
o
(1. 50)
It remains to determine the constants a/band the parameters to' t* in such a
way that the function q given by (1. 49) satisfies the integral equation (1. 24)
together with the three side conditions contained in (1.25), (1. 26), This is
accomplished in the next section, which - as a by-product - furnishes a
verification of the solution (1, 13), (1. 50) to the original problem,
2, Adaptation of solution to the auxiliary Hilbert problem. Verification
of solution to the original problem.
Our initial objective here is to derive conditions on the still
arbitrary constants a,b, sufficient to insure that the function q given by
(1.49) satisfies the integral equation (1.24) for every choice of to and t*
(0< t ,t,... <l). To thi s end it evidently suffice s to determine a, b such that
o 'j'
(t ::::t~l),
o
(2, 1)
with \\1 1 defined by (1.23) and (1,49), We now deduce from (1,23), (1,49)
a representation of WI that is suitable for the present purpose and, for
future convenience, at once consider the entire range [0, I ].
For each fixed t in [O,IJ, let log[(T-t)/(T+t)J be taken as analytic
in the complex T-plane cut along r -t, tJ and real-valued on (t, co). Next,
for all t in [0, 1 ] and every T in the cut complex.. plane just described,
/\(T, t)=[IOg ~~~+2tTJg(T) , (2,2)
+
where g is the function defined in (1. 46), (1,47), Further, let /\ (T, t)
and /\ -(T, t) stand for the respective limits of /\(T, t) as T approaches the
cut from above or below, It is easily confirmed with the aid of (2,2),
(1.23), (1.48), (1.49) that
-16-
1
r
wI (t) =: - 'ITo I1n{S ,\+ (T • t)d T} - r 0 a (t - to)H (t - to) (0 ~ t s; 1) •
to
where H is the Heaviside unit step-function given by
(2.3)
H(t)=l (t~O) H(t)=:O (t<O). (2.4)
The required imaginary part of the integral in (2.3) may be
evaluated by means of a contour integration. "Thus, let r(on. p) be the closed
contour in the complex T-plane depicted in Figure 3. "Then. evidently,
¢ f\(T, t)dT=O
r(11. p)
(O~ts:l) . (2. 5)
Moreover, from the definition of f\ through (2.2), (1. 46), (1.47) one finds,
for every t in [0. 1],
(2. 6)
where
in additi on.
Imff\+(T. t)]=-rrH(t-T)g(T)
2
aT tbg(T)= - -aJ(1 -,.2)(t~ _T 2)
} (2.7)
(2.8)
ioo
rm{ J/\(T. t)dT}=O (2. 9.
-ico
since ,A.(T, t) (Os:ts:l) is purely imaginary for imaginary values of T. Bear-
ing in mind (2.6), (2.7), (2.9). and passing to the limit in (2.5) as 71 ... 0
and p.... oo. one infers that
-17-
(Os:ts:I), (2.10)
with g(T) given by (2.8). Finally, combining (2.10), (2.8), (2.3), one
arrives at
(Os:ts:l) , (2. 11)
where H is the unit step-function defined in (2.4).
The integral appearing in (2. 1 i) is~xpressible in terms of elliptic
integrals. For this purpose we recall Legendre's '=ltandard form of the
incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind
sinf3
J dTF(x, f3)= O ~ 2 2 2(1-1 )(I-x T )
Sinf3f1f2I-x T
E(x, f3)= J 2 dT
o . 1 -T
in which X is the modulus, and set
1T(Os;f3S:Z' Os:x<l) ,
(2. 12)
(2. 13)
From (2.11), (2.4), (2.12), (2.13) one infers, after elementary manipula-
tions, that
wI (t)=-r 0 {(atb)K -aEt [(I-t~)a-2bJt}
(Os:ts:to ) , )
(2. 14)
(t<ts:l),
o
provided K and E designate the complete elliptic integrals
K:::K(t )=F(t '~21)
a \' a ,
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(2. 15)
It is clear from the second of (2. 14) that (2.1) holds if and only if the two
constant s a and b sa ti s fy the pai r of linear alge br ai c equations
a(E-K)-bK::t* . (2. 16)
Accordingly, the function q represented by (1. 49) satisfies the integral
equation (1. 24 j if rmd only if a and b conform to (2. 16).
V/e turn no\,v to necessa.ry consequences of the two inequalities
supplied by (1. 25) and the first of (1. 26). On rewriting (1. 49) in the form
fj_t rat2+b lq(t)=tr1k --T -h+a~ (t <t<l)
1-t t -t a
a
it is at once apparent that the first of (1. 26) requires
2
at +b~O .
o
(2. 17)
(2. 18)
On the other hand, the inequality (1. 25), because of (2. 11), (2.12), (2.15),
(2.16), is found to be equivalent to
t ')
('0 aT(..,+b
\ dT:S::O
~ I 2 2 2
t Y (l-r )(r-t)
a
We show next that (2. 19), 1n turn, ir1l.plies
(Osts:t ) .
- . 0
(2. 19)
2Indeed, suppose contrariwise that at +b >0. Then there is a value of t in
o
2[0, to) such that aT +b >0 for all T in rt, to]' which contradicts (2.19).
Hence (2.20) holds. But (2.18), (2.20) give
2
at +b::O
o
Finally, from (2.21), (2, 16) follows
(2. 21)
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2
a=--2-
1+t
o
2t2
b-- __0_
- 1+t2
o
t*= 1:t2 [E- (1-t~)K] •
o
(2. 22)
Conversely, (2.22) are also sufficient to ensure that q satisfy the inequali-
ties in (1. 25), (1. 26). To see this, observe that (2.22), (2.17) imply
(2. 23)(t ~t<1) ,
o
2
q(t)= ( 2)
TT k 1+t
o
so that q?-O on [t ,1); further, (2.22) evidently guarantee (2.19), which is
o
equivalent to (1. 25).
In view of (1. 50), the actual pressure p may be written as
I ~~at2+b ~p(8(t))=k"v't--t,., T-!+a (t <ts:l) .
TT 0 t -t 0
o
(2.24)
Therefore the relation (2.21) is at the same time necessary and sufficient
fOl" P to be bounded. As is now apparent, this regularity property of the
contact pressure is a consequence of the separation condition (1. 8) and of
the condition of unilateral constraint (1.9): an a priori requirement to the
effect that p be bounded - apart from its lack of motivation - would have
led to a redundancy in the formulation of the problem. In this connection
it is also worth mentioning that (2. 21) may alternatively be shown to con-
stitute a necessary condition that the deformed boundary of the roller
cross-section possess a continuously turning tangent at the endpoints of
its contact segments, as is readily confirmed with the aid of (2. 11).
Equations (2. 22), (2.23) involve the single parameter t , which
o
needs to be determined from the load condition given by the second of O. 26).
The latter, in conjunction with (2.23) and the first of (1. 21), yields
-20 -
If§4r IJ T -tp_ . 0 0 d'T"
- (I-v) (1+t~)f }-T2 •
o
whence, on account of (2. 12), (2. 15),
(2. 25)
(2. 26)
Here K' and E' are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second
kind for the modulus complementary with respect to t , i. e, ,
o
K'=K(t' )
o
E'=E(t')
o
t'= Q.o y 1-1: 0 (2.27)
The numerical computation of t from a given P on the basis of (2,26) pre-
o
sents no difficulties, An asymptotic inversion of (2,26) in elementary
form, adequate for all practical purposes, will be carried out in the suc-
ceeding section.
3, Results for the contact pressure and the boundary deformations of
the roller, Asymptotic estimates.
The final result for the distribution of the CO~1tact prefisure is
immediate from (2.24), (2,21), the first of (2,22), (1. 20), and the first of
(I.21b
p(8)= 2f-L jt2 _t2(l-V)(l+t~) 0 t=cos 8 t =cos8o 0 (O~8~e ) ,o (3. 1)
This formula is elementary but for the transcendental dependence of t
o
upon the total load P, implicit itJ (2. 26). In parti cular. (3, 1) yields for
the maximum pressure
t =cos8 ,
o 0
(3,2)
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Further, the diametral compression t::. of the roller (see Figure 1), because
of (1. 7), (1. 20), and (2,22), at once becomes
~ ::Z{l- l:t2 [E-(I-t~)K]}
o
t =cos8
o 0
(3, 3)
in which K and E, as before, are the first and second-kind complete elliptic
integrals for the modulus to'
Another quantity of direct physical interest is ~he width 1 of the
contact zone (see Figure I), By virtue of (1. 4), (1. 20), (1. 22), one evi-
dently has
so that the determination of 1 hinges on a knowledge of w 2 (to). We there-
fore postpone the calculation of the contact width and turn first to the
determinati on of the complete boundary dis placements x,(8) (0:S:8 S;1T!2), which
are of interest in themselves.
The surface displacement VI was in effect established in the course
of the analysis contained in Section 2. In fact, substitution for a and b from
(2.22) into (2.14) leads to the closed elliptic-integral representation
VI (8(t))"w1(t)" - ;:t~ [(l-t~) F(to.l3l- E (to.l3l}t
o
v 1(8(t))::w1(t)=- 2r~ [(1-t2 )K-El-tItt 0 .J
o
(t :s:ts; 1) ,
o
(3. 5)
with t ::cos8 and F(t
o
,0), E(t ,0), K, E accounted for in (2.12), (2.13),
o 0 0
(2. 15).
Aiming at the analogous result for v2 (8) (0s;8s;iT!2), we note that
(1. 17), (1. 14), (1. 18), after a routine computation, furnish
-22 -
o 1 TT TTlV2.(8,Cl)=-2.TTlJ[(1-2.V)TTH(8-a.)-4(1-v}sin8cosa.] (Os8s2 , Osa.<2' 81=0.) ,
(3.6)
where H is the step function introduced in (2.4). From (3.6), 0,13),
(1.2.0), (1.2.1), (1.22) now follows
1 1
r---2 S (1-2v)r J
v2 (e(t )):::w2 (t) =2k r 0v' 1- t - 1'q(T )d 'i - 2 \.l 0 H ( 'i - t )q (T )d T ( 0 s t ~ 1) , (3. 7)
t t
o 0
q being given by (2.23). Hence the first integral in (3.7) is elementary,
whereas the second is expressible in terms of elliptic integrals. Thus,
recalling (2.27) and putting
P =t' sinj3'
o
e:::o Q (t.st~l),o ",i-to 0 (3. 8)
one finds after suitable changes of the variable of integration in (3.7):
( 2) .r l-t r (1-2v)
o 0 v- 0 rE (t',I3')-t2 F(t',I3'01+t ~ (l _v) (1 +t ~ ) - 0 0 0 'J (t stsl) ,o
(3. 9)
if F and E are the incomplete elliptic integrals cited in (2.12), while K'
and E' stand for complete integrals defined by (2.27). From (3,9) and
(3.4) one obtains for the contact width
1
r
o
t =cos8 ,
o 0
(3.)0)
It is possible to deduce from (1. 13), (1. 17), and (3.1) an el1ipti¢
integral representation for the entire displacement field of the roller. :{n
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the interest of brevity we shall not pursue this cumbersorne task and shall
proceed instead to the derivation of convenient asymptotic estimates for
the physically most significant elements of the solution to the contact prob-
lem under consideration.
In preparation for the present objective we s~t
8=t' = Q =sin8
o 0 0
(3. 11)
and note from familiar asymptotic properties of complete elli~tic integrals 1
that
where
4 4A=log-=log --- .
E: ~
o
From (2.26), (3.11), (3.12) easily follows
TT r o~ r2 5 4 6l
P=2(I-V)LE: +s£ +0(8 ) as £... 0 ,
while (3.2), (3. 11) furnish
} (3. 12)
(3. 13)
(3. 14)
(3. 15)
Po 1 [ 1 3 5J
-=-- 8+.,.,8 +0(£ )W l-v G
Further, (3.3), (3.11), (3.13) lead to
as 8 ... 0 . (3. 16)
1See, for example, Jahnke and Erode [14], p. 73.
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!::,. 21..-1 2 20A-l1 4 0(' 6)
r-=-2-€ + 32 € + 1\.8 as
o
8-+ 0 . (3. 17)
The corresponding estimate for 1fr is immediate from (3. 15), (3.16)
o
since
J.
r
o
2 (1. )) 1 - 2 \J
" Po-2r lIP
I-' 01-'
(3. 18)
as a consequence of (3. 10), (2.26), and (3.2).
It is clear from (3. 11) and the meaning of e that 8r is the haIf-
o 0
length of the chord subtended by each of the two circular arc s of oR that
are brought into contact with the rigid plates upon deformation of the
roller (see Figure 1). Hence 8 is not known directly from the data of the
problem. In contrast, the dimensionless parameter
(3. 19)
is free from this objection. For this reason we now use the above results
to obtain estimates of p /w., 6jr , and Plr in terms of 0.
000
To this end observe from (3.15), (3.19) that
whence
2 2 5 4 6o =8 +88 +0(8 ) as 8... 0 ,
2 2 5 4 6
8 =0 -SO +0(6 ) as 6... 0
(3.20)
(3.21 )
Equation (3.21) ir, conjunction with (3.14), (3.16), (3.17), (3.18), (3.19),
after trivial computations, yield the practi cally us eful as ymptoti ere s ults
(3.22 )
BiTr I-l 2 2~= (l-\J)P fiog--O--lJ+ 9(1-\J1 P +0(0610 0)
r 0 iT r W. L' (1 - \J )P 8 2 '- 2 g ,
o . iT row.
(3.23 )
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-l...=[8{l-V)PJ1/Z _ (l-2v)P +0(63)
r rrr ~ 2r ~ ,
000
(3.24)
all of which hold rigorously in the limit as 6, given by (3. 19), tends to
zero.
The preceding estimates for the maximum contact pressure, the
diametral compression, and the contact width may evidently be refined to
any desired degree of accuracy. However, since 6 is, bound to be quite
small compared to unity in any actual physical example 1, the two-term
asymptotic expansions (3.22L (3.23), (3.24) are apt to be more than ade-
quate. The leading term in (3.22) and its counterpart in (3.24) coincide
precisely with the predictions of the Hertz theory2 for the maximum con-
tact pressure and the contact width, respectively. The corresponding
second terms represent corrections to the Hertz theory, which are seen to
be rather insignificant. The dominating term in the asymptotic expansion
(3.23) of the exact diametral compression, in turn, is identical with the
analogous formula obtained through the appropriate specialization of the
approximate results due to Loo [8] and Johnson [7].
4. Closed elementary repredentation of the stress field.
The computation of the stress distribution in the roller is most
expeditiously accomplished by recourse to (1.14), (1. 15), (1. 16), and the
second of (1. 13), in which p is now given by (3.1). Thus,
c22 (~) - IJ 11(~)+ 2 i (J 12 (:::)=2 [z t I (z )+ 'f(z ) ] ,
} (4. 1)
1Thus for a steel roller &;2 XIO -3 if the maximum contact pressure is
3 xl04 psi.
2See, for example, [3], p. 382.
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for all ~ in R, where
eo
Hz)=r 0 J ~(z, a{et))p{a)da ,
o
(4.2)
eo
'l'(z)=r r ~(z, a{a))p(a)da ,
o J - .
o
while ~' denotes the derivative of~. Moreover, because of (I. 14), (1. 16),
the last of (1. 20) and the second of (1.21), one readily confirms that the
generating cOITlplex potentials (4.2) ITlay be written as
provided
1~(z)=- - [8(z)-A]
IT
1
't'(z)=-[8(z)+O'(z)] ,
IT
(4. 3)
1 1
r T-z r T+Z
8(z)=r
o
f Z 0 zq(T)dT+rof 2 0 Zq(T)dT,
r -2r ZT+Z t r +2r ZT+Ztoo . 0 0
o 0
1 2 1 2
2 Zr T -zr-r 2 2r r +ZT-rf 0 0 J 0 0O(z)=r o 2 ----zq(T)dr-ro 2 2 q (r)dr ,
t r -2r zr+z t r tZr zrtzo 0 0 0
o 0
I
A=Srq(r)dr ,
t
o
and q is as in (2.23). The integral defining A is elementary. Indeed,
(2.23), (4.5), and the first of (1. 21) give
(4. 5)
(4. 6)
On the other hand, (4.4) may be put into a more convenient form by use of
10 , in (4. 3) is the derivative of O.
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(1.29), (1.30). Inthisrnanner, and with the aid of (2.23), (1.21), one
arrives at
r T-z
8(z)::::r
o
f 2 0 2q:>(T)dT,
L r -2r ZT+Zo 0
22r T -zT-r(1(z)=r~J 2 0 Z<t'(T)dT,
r -2r zT+zL 0 0
where
)
(4. 7)
JT 2 _t2
CO(T)=C __0 (t s T< 1)~ 1 2 0
-T
(4. 8)
and
c= (l-V)(1+t2 ) •
0;
(4.9)
In preparation for a contour-integral evaluation of the auxilia.ry
complex potentials 8, (1 we now introduce a pair of functions Xl' Xz defined,
for all z in R and all T in the complex T-plane cut along the closure of L,
by means of
J?Jr T-z T -to 0Xl (T, z)= 2 2 -2-'r -Zr ZT+Z T-1
o 0
2 {!J22r T -ZT-r T-t
o 0 0
X2 (T, z) = 2 2 ~ -2-'
r -2r ZT+Z T-1
o 0
(4. 10)
The square-root in (4.10) is understood to be analytic in the cut T-plane,
as well as real and positive on (1, 00). + -.Let X. (T, z) and X. (T, z) (J=l, 2)
J J
refer to the respective lirnits of X.(T, z) as T approaches the cut L fromJ _ ._
above or below. Then (4.10), (4.7), (4.9) give, for all Z in R,
e(Z)=irocSX~(T, z)dT
L
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O(z)=ir~CSX~(T,z)dT .
L
(4. 11)
Assuming temporarilyl z';O, we note that X.(T, z) (j=I, 2) have simple poles
J
at T=f, provided
2 2
r +z
A 0T----
- 2r z .
o
(4. 12)
Consequently, if r('T"], p) is the closed contour in the complex T-plane shown
in Figure 4, equations (4.10) and the residue theorem permit the conclusion
with
'*' iTi'f Xl (T, Z)dT=- -=----zW(z)
2r z
r('T'), p) 0
i<R iT i
':r X2 (T, z )dT= - -3 W(z) ,
r('T'), P) 2z
(4. 13).
1:(2 2)2 2 2 2\V (z )=J (r 0 - z +4 E: r 0 z = ( 2 2)1 2 _2)z - z 0 I\z - Z 0 (4. 14)
Here c has the meaning attached to it in (3. 11) and
z =r exp(i8 )
o 0 0
(4. 15)
Further, W is required to be analytic on R and to have real, positive values
on (-r ,r ). From their definition (4. 10) the functions X. are readily
o 0 J
found to possess the properties
+ -X. (1', z)=-X. (T, z) for all T on L (j=1,2),
J J
2 2
1 ro-z 1 -2
Xl(T,Z)=-2Z-~4:r+O(T) as T-.oo,
r z
o
(4. 16)
(4. 17)
T r 0 1 (2 2 2 2) 1 -2X ('1", z)=-------- r -z +28 z -+O(T )
2 z 2z 2 4z3 0 T
1This restriction will eventually be removed. See the remark following
(4.20).
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Proceeding to the limit in (4. 13) as,,_ 0 and p- 00, one finds upon invoking
(4.16), (4.17),
f + rri r, 2 2 ]2 Xl (T, Z)dT=- =----zLW(~Hz~-r0 'L 2r oz
(4.18)
S + iri r, 2 2J iri€22 XZ(T, z)dT=---3'W(z)+z -r +--,2 '- 0 ZL Z
Finally, combining (4. 18) with (4. 11), one is led to the representations
in which
irC 2 28(z)==T [z U(z)+€ ] rrc 2O(z)=yrozU(z) , (4. 19)
2 2
1 r, J. 2 2 2l 2€ (l-e )U(z)=4LW (z). (l-2€ )z -ro . == 2 2 2'2z ~ W(z)-(1-2€ )z +r
o
(4.20)
Note that the first representation of U in (4. 20) has a removable singularity
at z==O, whereas the second is vaiid for all z in R.
From (4.20), (4.14) follows, after some manipulation,
2
ZU/(Z)==ZU(Z)[:(~) ~IJ ' (4.21)
while (4.3), (4.6), (4.9), (3.11), (4.19), and (4.21) yield the desired com-
plex stress potentials on R in the form
c [ 2 2 ]~ (z )=- 2" z U (z )+ T '
(4. 22,)
4
c [2r0 2 2J 2}
'!'(Z)=Z{ W(z) +Z -r 0 U(z)+€ .
Further, (4.1), (4.22), (4.21), furnish the subsequent results for the
cartesian components of stress, which hold for all z in R:
2r2
c {[ 0 (2 _) 2 2 ] } 2crll(~)==-2Re W(z) ro-zz +3z -ro U{z) -c€ , .}(4 0 23 l
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2
c [2r O (2 22Jcr22(~)=2Re{ .W(z) ro-zz)-z -r o U(z)} ,
Here Wand U are the elementary functions given by (4. 14) and the
(4.23 )
cont.
second equality in (4.20), while the parameters c and E: are supplied by
(4. 9) and (3. 11) in terms of t == cos 8. Thus the clos ed re pre sentation
o 0
(4.23) displays an elementary position-dependence of the stress field £.:
In contrast, the dependence of £ upon the lineal load-density P is tran-
scendental since t is related to P in the manner of (2.26). Note that
o
(4.23) assure the contint:ity of the stress field up to the entire boundary1.
A brief routine computation now leads fro"m 14.23) to fully explicit
formulas for 0"11' 0"22' 0"12' which involve only real-valued position
variables. As these formulas are naturally quite lengthy. they will be
omitted. We cite instead merely the simple final results for the normal
stresses along the diameter of the roller cross-section at right angles to
the plate faces, These principal stresses, which are of particular physical
interest, follow im.n1ediately from (4.23), (4.14), (4.20) because W(z) - and
hen c e a 1soU (z) - is rea 1 for rea1 value s 0 f z, On s e tt i n g
j 2 2 2 2w( ~)= (1- ~ ) +4E: ~ (-1 :s:s s:l) , (4.24)
1Recall that the original formulaLon of the problem in Section 1 admitted
the pos sibility that 0" becomes unbounded at the endpoints of the two
contact-arcs. ~
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} (4.25)
Appendix: The associated punch problen:.
We consider 'here briefly the problem of an elastic roller sym-
metrically indented by two flat and smooth rigid punches, as indicated in
Figur~ 5. This problem is closely related to the contact problem treated
in the body of the paper. In thi s connection we let 1 now atand for the
given punch width (Figure 5) and otherwise ddhcre to ttle notation intro-
duced in Section 1. Accordingly, the symbolo P, 8
0
, 8*, and ~ retain
their previous meaning so that, in particular, 2e denotes the central
o
angle subtended by each of the two circular arcs of aR that are brought
into contact with the punch faces upon deformation of the roller.
It is clear to begin with that the punch problem and the original
contact problem becoITle identical if only a portion of either punch face
ultiITlately come s into contact with the roller, i. e. if the applied load P
is sufficiently small and J suitably large. _W.e therefore presuppose
complete contact and eventually deduce an inequ?.lity that preciudes the
pos sibility of partial contact between either punch and the roller. Further"
in the pr e 6 ent c ir cumstance s we neg Ie ct the "vertic al" di s pIae ements of
1the endpoints of each contact arc and set
J=2r sinS .o 0
1Cf. equation (3.4), which is free from this approximation.
(AI)
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Within the preceding assumption the indentation problem at hand evidently
obeys the formulation given in Section 1 of the contact problem considered
there provided the separation condition (1.8) is relinquished and replaced
by (AI), whence e is at preoent known from the data.
o
On the basis of the reduction scheme adopted earlier it now follows
that all of the equations in Section 1, with the exception of (1. 8) and (1. 25),
continue to hold at present, the same being true of (2 •.1) through (2. IS),
while (2. 19), (2.20), as well as any of their consequences, are no longer
valid. Substitution from (1. 49) into O. 26) yields
aE '+bK'=;: p
o
which, together with the first of (2.16) and (AI), (1. 20), gives
(A2)
i1'klP-I6r~E~
b= ~
2 r 0 (I K '+ 8 r ~E I ) (A3)
On the other h?.nd, combining (A3) with the second of (2.16), one has
(A4)
Equations (A3), (A4) take the place of (2. 22) in the previous problem.
From (A3), (1. 50), (1. 21), (AI) one obtains the pressure
distribution appropriate to the indentation problem in the form
(os:e<9 ) ,
o
(A5)
t=cos e t =cose =}1-1/4r2
o 0 0
I-vk--
- Tq.l. '
in which K', E' are again the usual complete elliptic' integrals for the
- 3 3-
complcm.cntary modulns 11-t~ =f/2r
o
' As is apparent, equation (AS) - in
contrast to (3.1) - predicts that the contact pressure becomes unbounded
as 8-8. The diarnetral compression for the punch problem is immediate
o
from (A4) since, by (1. 7) and (1. 20),
6-zr:-::: I-t)~ . (A6)
o
Finally, according to (2.18), (1. 20), (AlL and (A3), the contq.ct pressure
p(8) is positive for Os8<8 if and only if
o
(A7)
which is the desired necessary and sufficient condition for complete contact.
-34-
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